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Abstract. Worldwide spending of enterprises on information technologies (IT) in 2011 is projected
to total USD 2.6 trillion with 350 enterprises each investing more than USD 1 billion. Despite such
large and rapidly growing investment figures, the success rates of IT deployment projects over the past
20 years remained relatively low: approximately half of IT deployment projects were unsuccessful.
Literature review reveals that inadequate strategic information system planning (SISP) is one of
the main reasons for low deployment success rates of IT deployment projects and, thus, one of the
current critical IT management issues. For this reason researchers and practitioners in the SISP field
are currently directing their efforts into expanding the traditional understanding of SISP as a pure
IT planning activity. In addition to the activities dedicated to the planning of IT investments, new
SISP models should also include the contextual activities that enable adaptation of the deployed IT to
the environment and knowledge transfer from the environment. In this paper, the authors propose
an extended SISP model that includes influences of environmental stakeholders. The developed
SISP model was empirically tested on a sample from the population of 1000 largest enterprises in
Slovenia. The authors believe that the findings of their research and the suggested extended SISP
model will improve understanding of SISP success factors in enterprises and consequently enable
them to manage their IT investments with greater success.
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Introduction
The current global transformation into the creation and modernization of a sustainable
knowledge based society and sustainable knowledge economy is a very complicated process
(Melnikas 2010), which among other things requires new information and communication
systems for on-line and just-in-time decision-making (Sakalauskas 2010). Consequently, it
is not surprising that IT investments in enterprises will soon exceed USD 3 trillion (Gartner
2011). Even more surprising is the fact that the deployment of the most popular IT products
in the last two decades (MRP, ERP, CRM, etc.) wasn’t able to surpass the standard 25% to
50% of the deployment success rates of other less popular IT products (Cooper, Zmud
1990; Brynjolfsson et al. 1997; Umble, E., Umble, M. 2002; Nicho 2004; Arif et al. 2005;
Nelson 2007; Mishra, A., Mishra, D. 2011). Strategic information systems planning (SISP)
has been widely identified as one of the reasons of low deployment success rates of planned
IT investments and, thus, one of the current critical IT management issues (Lederer, Sethi
1988; Hartono et al. 2003; Bechor et al. 2010). Researchers traditionally limited themselves
when examining the effect of SISP activities on the success of IT investments to an internal
analysis of the enterprise (Lederer, Sethi 1988; Hartono et al. 2003). However, recent findings
in the literature (Grover, Sergars 2005; Cohen 2008; Dhillon 2008; Pearlson, Saunders 2009;
Bechor et al. 2010) as well as experience of the authors gained during work as consultants for
big enterprises in Slovenia allows believing that such internal analysis can ignore important
influences of environmental (external) stakeholders on the success of the deployment of
IT investments. In line with the established models in the literature on the diffusion of IT
innovation (Adler, Shenhar 1990; Fichman 1992; Fowler, Levine 1993; Ramiller, Swanson
1997), the authors understand the environment as a complex system of political, economic,
social and cultural conditions affecting an enterprise. Like in literature on the diffusion of
IT innovation (DOI), stakeholders are understood as social groups in the environment that
have common interests and can influence the way enterprises invest and use information
technologies (i.e. owners, competitors, potential competitors, suppliers, customers, IT sellers,
IT consultants, governmental institutions and knowledge-forming institutions).
The above-presented issues lead us to definition of SISP as a continuous learning process,
encompassing the IS/IT strategy formulation and implementation activities, in which various
internal and external (environmental) stakeholders tightly cooperate to assure maximum
utilization of IT to achieve sustainable economic success of the enterprise. The majority
of other SISP definitions (Lederer, Sethi 1988; Earl 1993) and most popular SISP methodologies (e.g. Business Systems Planning or Information Engineering) usually treat SISP as
a process limited to IS/IT strategy formulation and don’t include the processes that should
be executed during the implementation (e.g. monitoring and evaluation of the progress of
implementation, change management etc.). Likewise, they rarely consider the management
of the relations with environmental stakeholders as a critical factor of SISP success despite
the available empirical papers on the important influences of external environment on the
success of the SISP process (Lederer, Salmela 1996; Grover, Segars 2005; Newkirk, Lederer
2006; Cohen 2008; Dhillon 2008; Brown 2008; Pearlson, Saunders 2009; Bechor et al. 2010).
Even more problematic may be the fact that external environment remains one of the less
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systematically studied SISP areas with insufficient categorization, integration and superficial
examination of some factors (Brown 2008; Cohen 2008; Bechor et al. 2010). To address these
problems, the authors will model the SISP process as a broad and complex process that has
to address not only the relevant technological issues but also environmental, organizational,
behavioural and managerial aspects of IT deployment. Such understanding of the SISP process
is grounded in the theory of SISP (Lederer, Salmela 1996), the insights of different versions
of Scott-Morton models (Gimenez, Rey 2004) as well as on the IT Interaction Model (Beath
et al. 1995) and the above cited DOI literature. The authors hope that the suggested broader
SISP model will become a useful tool for IT managers in their efforts to significantly raise
the current deployment success rates of IT investments. To achieve this goal and extend
the research on the influences of the environment on SISP success, the following research
questions need to be addressed:
RQ1. The quality of which key SISP activities affects the success of the SISP process?
RQ2. Are the influences of key environmental stakeholders on the quality of key SISP
activities of such importance that their inclusion in a SISP model is reasonable?
RQ3. Does the analysis of the influences of environmental stakeholders on the quality of
key SISP activities provide nontrivial information to IT management thus improving
the success of IT investments in the enterprise?
RQ4. The quality of which key SISP activities in the enterprise benefits mostly by including
different environmental stakeholder groups into the model?
To answer the above-stated research questions, the authors structured the paper as follows.
The first section provides a literature review from the relevant fields. Based on it, the authors
develop an extended SISP model that includes the influences of environmental stakeholders.
The second section presents the methodology used by the authors for research. The third
section presents the results of the empirical tests of application of the proposed model in
order to answer the research questions presented in this paper. The paper is concluded with
the discussion about the main results and possible directions for further research.
1. Related work
To achieve the research goal, the authors developed a model that would enable evaluating
the entire SISP process from the environmental stakeholders that influence the quality of
key SISP activities to the results these SISP activities produce. To thoroughly understand this
complex process, the authors reviewed the relevant literature to identify the stakeholders in
the environment that influence the quality of key SISP activities. Then, the authors reviewed
the literature on key SISP activities to compile the list of those SISP activities whose quality
enables an evaluation of the quality of the entire SISP process. The section is finalised with the
discussion and identification of IT deployment success variables that the literature considers
to be the best. These variables enable an evaluation of the efficiency, with which an enterprise
deploys and uses IT, as well as the evaluation of the economic performance of IT investments.
Using the identified key variables from the fields of literature presented above, the authors
built an extended model of SISP that includes environmental stakeholder influences on SISP
success. The model will then be used empirically to evaluate research questions of this paper.
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1.1. The impact of environmental stakeholders on key SISP activities

According to the literature, the main problem of an unsuccessful deployment of IT investments by enterprises is the fact that enterprises are generally unable to use a significant part
of the implemented IT functionality (Cooper, Zmud 1990; Brynjolfsson et al. 1997; Fichman,
Kemerer 1999; Umble, E., Umble, M. 2002; Nicho 2004; Ke, Wei 2008; Ngai et al. 2008; Wang
et al. 2008; Trkman, M., Trkman, P. 2009). These long lasting and significant differences between the potential and actual use of IT in enterprises became known as assimilation gaps
(Fichman, Kemerer 1999). The literature that studies the diffusion of innovations (DOI)
(Loch, Huberman 1999) proposed several models that attempted to explain these assimilation
gaps (Adler, Shenhar 1990; Fichman 1992; Fowler, Levine 1993; Ramiller, Swanson 1997;
Fichman, Kemerer 1999; Swanson, Wang 2007; Bajec, Vavpotic 2009; Ramiller, Wang 2009;
Wang 2010; Hovelja, Vavpotic 2012). These models can be divided into two groups. The first
group of models attempts to explain the assimilation gaps through reasons that are purely
internal to the enterprises. Reasons given vary highly and range from the time needed by
enterprises to learn how to use new technologies and establish appropriate organizational
processes for their management to the optional value of IT investments. The optional value
of IT investments is the value of a significantly faster achievement of benefits from IT investments if and when these investments start bringing competitive advantages compared to the
slower achievement of these benefits in the case that IT investment would only be made after
a competitive advantage is identified (Fichman, Kemerer 1999).
The second group of models focuses primarily on the study of the influences of key
stakeholder (interest) groups in the environment on the enterprise decisions to invest (buy
or develop) and deploy (use) a specific IT product to explain the existence of assimilation
gaps. According to these models (Fowler, Levine 1993; Ramiller, Swanson 1997; Swanson,
Wang 2007; Kaplinski 2009; Ramiller, Wang 2009; Wang 2010), the interaction of key primary
environmental stakeholders (owners, competitors, potential competitors, suppliers, customers) and secondary environmental stakeholders (IT sellers, IT consultants, governmental
institutions and knowledge-forming institutions) can create a “must have” vision of specific
IT products. This vision, although not necessarily accurate in its evaluation of how important an IT is for an enterprise, significantly influences the IT investments and IT deployment
decisions of key internal stakeholders: top management, middle management and IT management. These internal interest groups can thus superficially conform to the environmental
stakeholder pressures concerning the “must have” IT by acquiring it even though they never
make a serious attempt at using it (Ravichandran et al. 2009). Consequentially, these DOI
models see influences of key environmental stakeholder groups as the key environmental
forces that impact the success and realization of IT investments through persuasion and
knowledge transfer from the environment to the enterprise. The authors understand knowledge transfer as a process between the environment and the enterprise, through which an
enterprise is affected by the knowledge and experiences of any environmental stakeholder
groups (Holland 1999; Argote, Ingram 2000; Argote et al. 2003).
In contrast to the DOI literature, SISP literature models the external (environmental)
influences on the investment and deployment of IT indirectly through their influences on the
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quality of key SISP activities. According to SISP literature, the key SISP activities are namely
influenced by three dimensions of the stability of the environment (Lederer, Salmela 1996;
Cohen 2008) or environmental uncertainty (King, Sabherwal 1992; King, Teo 1996; Newkirk,
Lederer 2006; Bechor et al. 2010). These three dimensions are dynamism, heterogeneity and
hostility of the environment (Newkirk, Lederer 2006; Bechor et al. 2010) and affect the rationality, adaptivity, integrativity and communicativeness of the used SISP method (Brown
2008). The authors hope to improve the way the environment is treated and understood in
the present SISP models by grounding our SISP model in the DOI.
1.2. Key SISP activities

The authors reviewed the relevant literature studying SISP activities in enterprises (Millar,
Porter 1985; Davis 1998; Hunger, Wheelen 1998; Appleton 1997; Gottschalk 1999; Ang, Teo
2001; Bresnahan 2001; Chan, Sabherwal 2001; Hedman, Kalling 2001; Kuang et al. 2001;
Nelson, Somers 2001; Garg et al. 2002; Hartono et al. 2003; OECD 2004; Palanisamy 2005;
Lederer, Newkirk 2006; Bechor et al. 2010) to compile the list of SISP activities that the
literature considers crucial for ensuring SISP success (Hovelja et al. 2010). The authors also
identified, which stakeholders in enterprises are considered responsible for the successful
management of specific SISP activities. These internal stakeholders are the groups of top
management, IT management and middle management. The list of the key SISP activities
consists of seven SISP planning and seven SISP implementation activities. The seven SISP
planning activities are:
–– top management commitment and involvement,
–– strategic business planning process improvement,
–– IT inclusion in strategic business planning,
–– alignment of key internal business and IT strategies,
–– alignment of key external business and IT strategies,
–– management of the consistency of a priority list of IT projects for the realization of
internal business strategies,
–– management of the consistency of a priority list of IT projects for the realization of
external business strategies.
Top management is responsible for the first three activities, while top and IT management
share the responsibility for the last four activities.
The seven SISP implementation activities are:
–– improvement of the quality of work of project teams,
–– the design and implementation of organizational changes,
–– the design and implementation of technical and/or technological changes,
–– adaptation of the organization/acquired IT to fit the acquired IT/organization,
–– involvement of the key user,
–– training of the end user in IT use,
–– the control and evaluation of the selection, implementation and use of IT.
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The responsibility to manage these activities is shared by top management, IT management
and middle management. Middle management should be mainly responsible for improvement
of the quality of work of project teams, the involvement of key users and end user training
in the use of IT. IT management should be responsible for managing the design and implementation of technical and/or technological changes, while top management should handle
the design and implementation of organizational changes, adaptation of the organization/
acquired IT to fit the acquired IT/organization and the control and evaluation of the selection,
implementation and use of IT.
1.3. Evaluation of IT deployment success

When reviewing the literature on evaluation of IT deployment success, the authors found
out they could divide the encountered success variables into two groups. The first group
consists of direct measures of IT deployment success that attempt to directly quantify the
utilization rate of the deployed IT (Morin, Stevens 2004; Pennoni, Tarantola 2005). On the
other hand, the second group of IT deployment success variables attempts to measure the
economic performance of IT investments (Dedrick et al. 2003). US Federal Reserve (FED)
is generally considered as a leader regarding development of direct IT deployment success
measures, specifically the measures of capacity utilization of technology (Morin, Stevens
2004). These measures are used to measure the average rate of efficiency, with which all
technologies available to a nation are used (Morin, Stevens 2004). The FED measures the
average efficiency (utilization rate of all available technologies) by comparing the current
total output of an enterprise to the highest possible output that an enterprise could achieve
in the time of a need (war, natural disasters, etc.). Similar measures to specifically estimate
the efficiency of IT use in enterprises where employed by the Eurostat (Pennoni, Tarantola
2005). However, instead of asking enterprises about the actual output an enterprise achieves
with the available IT, enterprises were asked to estimate the relative output by estimating the
percentages of work hours spent using IT.
The second group of IT deployment success variables measure the economic performance
of IT investments. These variables were primarily used by researchers that developed different
models for measuring the productivity of IT. Among all models, the ones using the added
value per employee or the growth of added value per employee as a variable of economic
success had the most explaining power (Dedrick et al. 2003).
2. Proposed extended SISP model
The proposed extended SISP model is based on the above-presented review of related works.
Thus, three main dimensions of the model embody the knowledge of the three reviewed
fields of related work: environmental stakeholders, SISP activities and evaluation of IT deployment success.
The environmental stakeholder dimension is represented in the model by key environmental stakeholders (owners, competitors, potential competitors, suppliers, customers, IT
sellers, IT consultants, governmental institutions and knowledge-forming institutions). The
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authors, thus, attempt to move beyond the existing three SISP environmental uncertainty
dimensions and gain new insights into the relationships between environmental stakeholders
and key SISP activities. As the presented DOI literature suggests, the authors also see the interactions of influences of environmental stakeholders as those underlying forces that create
the dynamism, heterogeneity and the hostility of an environment. This approach, new to the
SISP field, enables an evaluation of the impact of individual environment stakeholders on
key SISP activities advancing the analysis of the environment beyond the three standard SISP
dimensions of environmental uncertainty. The authors expect that such a move will improve
abilities of managers to better understand the influences of each specific environmental stakeholder and consequently manage these influences with greater success. The improvements in
understanding and management of these influences will hopefully lead to more successful IT
investments, which do not ignore the fact that environmental stakeholder influences are relations that an enterprise can actively manage and not just environmental characteristics to be
accepted as given. In the opinion of the authors, such view of the environment by the proposed
model offers a significant step forward from the standard view in the literature on SISP that
takes the environment as a given bundle of the three dimensions of environmental instability.
The second dimension in the proposed extended SISP model is the SISP activity dimension.
This dimension is represented by fourteen activities: seven SISP planning activities and seven
SISP implementation activities. The proposed SISP model assumes that the environmental
stakeholders from the first dimension importantly influence the quality of these fourteen SISP
activities. The model also assumes that the quality, with which these activities are executed
in turn affects the success of IT investments.
The third dimension of the proposed SISP model covers the area of evaluation of the success of the deployed IT in an enterprise. In accordance with the review of the related work,
the authors measure success through a direct measure of IT utilization as well as through
the economic performance of IT investments. To find a direct measure of IT utilization the
authors asked the enterprises to estimate the percentage of work hours that are spent using
IT and the percentage of work hours that would have to be spent using IT in essential added
value producing processes to release the maximum productivity potential of all available IT.
These measures for estimation of the efficiency of IT use in enterprises are based on work
done by Eurostat and FED. From the second group of variables that measure the economic
performance of IT investments, the authors selected added value per employee as the most
adequate variable for the proposed SISP model. Literature review namely considers it as the
most adequate monetary measure of IT investment performance for research use (Dedrick
et al. 2003). In Fig. 1, the authors present a schema of the proposed extended SISP model.
3. Research methodology
In this section, the authors address all of the methodological issues that affect the statistical
validity and reliability of the results of the empirical test of the proposed SISP model. The
authors split these procedural issues into the following three sections: the preparation of the
questionnaire, the selection of the appropriate statistical method to conduct the test and the
analysis of sample adequacy for parametric testing.
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Legend:
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Data flow
Result
Ac vity
Ac vity proposed to be added to the standard SISP model

Fig. 1. The extended SISP model

3.1. The preparation of the questionnaire

As provided in Fig. 1, the questionnaire had to enable the authors to measure the influence
of environmental stakeholders, quality of key SISP activities and SISP results in order to
achieve the stated research goals of the paper. The first issue addressed when designing the
questionnaire was how to measure the influences of environmental stakeholders on the SISP
success and the quality of the key SISP activities that all together form our SISP quality score
for an enterprise. The influences of environmental stakeholders on the SISP process were
measured with five point Likert scales by asking the respondents to estimate the influences of
individual environmental stakeholders identified in the literature review on the SISP process,
especially their involvement in enterprise decisions concerning investments and deployments
of new IT. The quality of individual SISP activities was similarly measured with five point
Likert scales by asking the respondents to estimate the quality of the fourteen individual SISP
activities identified in the literature review.
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The authors decided to employ five point Likert scales (strongly agree, agree, neither agree
nor disagree, disagree and strongly disagree) because of their conceptual unambiguousness
and widespread use. There is also a long established practice of using Likert scales when
measuring social phenomena (Newsom 2005), even though Likert scales were considered
ordinal by Stevens (1946) and as such inappropriate to be used as interval scales for purposes
of computing sample averages and standard deviations. Following Stevens assertions, multiple
empirical tests in the social science literature examined his claim and concluded that “for
many statistical tests, rather severe departures (from intervalness) do not seem to affect Type
I and Type II errors dramatically” (Jaccard, Wan 1996: 4). In addition, there is a large body
of literature that on a theoretical level opposes Stevens’ view that parametric tests shouldn’t
be used to test factors measured by any type of ordinal scale. Their view is that as long as the
scale has five or more points and the distribution of the measured variable doesn’t severely
violate the assumptions of normal distribution, one can proceed with parametric testing
independent of the type of the measuring scale (Barrett et al. 2005; Newsom 2005). Thus the
authors are of the opinion that our results will not be adversely affected in any significant way,
if the authors proceed with parametric testing of the employed Likert scales. Since other scales
for measurement of IT investments and IT utilization were more in line with the existing
literature in these two fields, Likert scales were not used to measure the SISP results dimension
of the proposed approach. Two measures of the economic performance of IT investments
(added value per employee and growth of added value) didn’t have to be measured at all since
the authors acquired them directly from the official government-run AJPES database. The
relative measures of economic performance were measured by the questionnaire (Growth
of Added value in 2004 relative to the industry, to which the enterprise belongs, Growth of
Added Value between 2000-2004 relative to the industry to which enterprise belongs) with five
point descriptive scales (drastically lower growth then industry, lower growth then industry,
the growth of enterprise and industry is equal, higher growth of enterprise then industry,
drastically higher growth of the enterprise then industry). IT utilization was also measured
by the questionnaire, however after the authors received feedback from the IT managers
that helped testing the clarity of the questionnaire, it became clear that its measurement will
prove to be a considerable challenge. Several IT managers namely expressed their inability
to estimate the initial direct measure of IT utilization that was based on the measure used
by US FED: the maximum potential output of all deployed IT.
The IT managers interviewed during the testing of the questionnaire explained how
enterprises in Slovenia are not accustomed to use such a measure of IT utilization (US FED
based measure: the maximum potential output of the deployed IT), hence they couldn’t
provide a good estimate of it, since they are not used to think of IT utilization in such way.
When asked to provide alternative IT utilization measures they suggested the measurement
of planned and actual work hours spent using IT as the best alternative. They explained that
because of collective bargaining agreements in Slovenia, the enterprises are used to estimating the planned work hours an end-user spends using IT, since the total planned work hour
load of any worker can’t be significantly higher than the standard 40 work hours per week.
To estimate this number, they ask the sellers of any IT they plan to deploy to provide them
the standard/average work hours a trained end-user would have to spend using the newly
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deployed IT in such way as to gain all the benefits from it. If the number of actual work hours
spent using IT is significantly higher than the planned number, the IT managers see the difference as a result of end-users taking more time than they should to complete the required
»standard« IT enabled tasks. If on the other hand the number of actual work hours spent
using IT is significantly lower than the planned number, IT managers see the difference as a
result of end-users completing just a part of the planned »standard« IT enabled tasks. Thus,
instead of asking about the potential and actual output produced with the support of IT, IT
managers were asked to estimate the percentages of work hours that are actually spent using
IT and the percentage of work hours that would have to be spent using IT in order to gain
all the benefits from the deployed IT. Such measures are closer to the methodology Eurostat
employs to measure the use of IT by enterprises (Pennoni, Tarantola 2005), but still based
on the empirically confirmed concept that IT creates value through its use in the processes
of added value generation (Buonanno et al. 2002; Guimaraes et al. 2002) as defined by Millar
and Porter (1985).
3.2. The analysis of sample adequacy for parametric testing

The authors collected the needed data for the empirical test of our SISP model between January
and May of 2005 and targeted the population of 1000 biggest non-financial enterprises in
Slovenia based on the added value they generate. According to official government data, this
group generated 40% of total added value in the country in 2003 and employed 31% (285.357)
of the workforce. To prevent any issues caused by specific differences between the large and
small enterprises, we followed the recommendations in the reviewed literature and limited
the studied population to enterprises with 25 or more employees. In addition, the authors
limited the studied population to enterprises that didn’t exhibit larger fluctuations in earnings
and employment than +/- 50% in 2004. In this way, the authors limited the probability that
the observed enterprises didn’t have an average business year. After the authors imposed
these two limits, the target population of 1000 enterprises diminished to 914 enterprises,
which received the questionnaires by mail. 94 appropriately completed questionnaires were
received from IT managers.
Based on personal communication and phone communication with the managers of
the involved 914 IT departments, the authors concluded that the relatively low 10.28% response rate was mainly caused by the lack of time and/or knowledge needed to fill out the
questionnaire. Redoing the survey with an even more simplified questionnaire would have
severely hampered the goals, quality and completeness of our research, thus the authors tried
to determine if the 94 “surveyed” enterprises adequately represent the studied population.
A sample that is obtained in the above described way is considered adequate for parametric testing when one can assume that the sample’s studied variables are not affected by the
non-response bias that causes the confidence interval of a sample estimate to not include the
actual population value of a studied variable (Fogliani 2002).
Because the variability of the studied variables is the most important cause for a given
non-response rate to produce a non-response bias, the authors analysed the sample variability of the economic variables with known population values to find out the amount of
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variability that can be reached, before the sample confidence intervals of their averages stop
including the population averages. The Z-tests showed that for the economic variables with
known population values, the variability measured by the relative standard deviation in the
sample of 110% or higher caused the 95% confidence intervals of the sample estimates to
not include the actual population values. The only two economic variables that exhibited
such large variability were the number of the employees and the created added value per
enterprise per year. Since the sample relative standard deviations for studied variables with
unavailable population data (SISP activity variables, variables of IT deployment and use) were
lower than 65% of the relative standard deviation, it can be assumed that the economic size
bias in the sample, favouring enterprises of larger size, in all probability doesn’t statistically
significantly affect the variables of interest for this paper. Further tests also showed that the
skewness and kurtosis of the studied variables did not exceed the ranges that would greatly
violate the assumptions of normality of their distribution which would make parametric
testing problematic (Ozgur, Strasser 2004; Barrett et al. 2005).
The reliability of the IT managers responding to the survey was tested with the intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC). Since the authors are developing a method for measuring
SISP that will hopefully be used by others, the authors conducted the strictest ICC test, the
Two-Way Random Effects model (Ricard 2009), where both raters (IT managers) and items
(variables) are viewed as random effects. Because different scores from different IT managers
on the 5-point Likert scales can be seen as disagreements, the authors used the Absolute
Agreement type model (Ricard 2009). Additionally, the ICC reliability test was based on the
average measures ICC, as is standard when the units of analysis are the means of the ratings
of the enterprises in the two studied groups (Garson 2009). The average measure of ICC of
the dataset was 0.992. By convention an ICC above 0.7 is considered acceptable and above
0.9 — very good (Garson 2009), thus the authors proceeded with the analysis of the results,
under the assumption that the analysed data is sufficiently reliable to be generalised to all
possible judges (Garson 2009). The authors also tested the appropriateness of combining the
grades of our 14 key success predictors into a single SISP scale using the Cronbach alpha. The
widely-accepted social science cut-off point for a set of items to be considered a scale of an
alpha of 0.70 or higher (Garson 2010) was surpassed with an alpha score of 0.743. Based on
the results of all the above described tests, the authors can conclude this section by stating
that the sample data in all likelihood validly and reliably represents the studied parameters
of the targeted population.
3.3. Method selection

With all the issues concerning the questionnaire resolved, the authors focused on the process
of the selection of the adequate statistical tests to examine the practical usefulness of our
SISP method. During this selection process, the authors had a goal to choose a statistical test
that would be as robust and simple as possible in order to create a method (IT) managers in
enterprises could use independently. Since multivariate tests considerably increase the amount
of data (IT) managers would have to collect in order to hold all important influences on the
examined variables in the model constant, such tests are not very user-friendly. Consequently,
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our selection process focused on finding the appropriate univariate tests that (IT) managers
can conduct without advanced statistical knowledge. The research questions 2, 3 and 4 can
thus be answered by conducting Pearson’s correlation analysis between the environmental
actors and SISP processes. Managers can likewise test the first research question without
possessing advanced statistical knowledge by using Student’s independent sample t-tests.
This test is the standard that is most widely used by the scientific community when one is
confronted with several independent interval variables and one ordinal dependent variable
(Sharma 1996). Since Student’s t-tests analyze only the significance of the difference between
the means of two tested groups and not the magnitude of it, the authors additionally calculated for every t-test its Cohen’s delta, as the most commonly calculated and cited effect size
measures (Brand et al. 2010).
When selecting our ordinal dependent variable, the authors paid special attention to
the fact that enterprises have to grasp quickly and firmly the concept behind our statistical
testing. Our binomial ordinal variable thus divides the sampled enterprises into two clearly
distinguishable groups. The first group is composed of enterprises that achieved 33.3% of
highest SISP quality scores (sums of 14 SISP activities quality scores) in the sample (high
SISP quality group). The second group is composed of enterprises that achieved 33.3% of the
lowest SISP quality scores (sum of 14 SISP activities quality scores) in the sample (low SISP
quality group). In the opinion of the authors, the statistically significant differences between
these two groups clearly, robustly and on a very intuitive level present the key differences
between the enterprises that manage SISP with success and the ones that don’t.
The decision to use the arbitrary cut of point of one third was made as a compromise
between the two conflicting goals of the statistical analysis. The first goal is to clearly confirm
that the SISP activity quality scores achieved by enterprises actually correlate with statistically
significant differences in the use of IT and economic success of those enterprises. This goal
benefits from raising the inclusion point for an enterprise to be selected in the high SISP
quality group and lowering the inclusion point for an enterprise to be selected in the low
SISP quality group. The greater the difference between the two inclusion points, the greater
the difference between the average SISP quality score between the high and low SISP quality
groups and the more likely it becomes that the two groups exhibit statistically significant
differences in their use of IT and in their economic success. However in contrast with the
first goal, the second goal benefits from the inclusion of as many enterprises as possible
into the high and low SISP quality groups so that the robustness of the SISP model can be
demonstrated. The arbitrary grouping of one third of top and bottom ranked enterprises in
each group attempts to fulfill these two conflicting goals as adequately as possible (Hovelja
et al. 2010). Such cut of point still presents a very robust number of included enterprises in
both groups. However, it also doesn’t trivialise the importance of the difference between the
SISP scores of enterprises that barely managed to achieve the cut off SISP score for the high
SISP or low SISP quality group when the authors express this difference as a percentage of
the standard deviation of the sample average SISP quality score.
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4. Results of the empirical research
As it can be seen from the Student’s t-tests and Cohen d effect sizes in Table 1, the two studied
high and low SISP quality groups of enterprises from our sample exhibit statistically significant differences in their average economic success (measured by added value per employee
and relative competitive position of the enterprise in the industry) as well as the average
success of IT deployment (maximum potential IT use, actual use and IT utilization rate).
Such statistically significantly higher averages of SISP results for the group of enterprises
with high SISP quality scores are in line with the findings of the reviewed literature and the
expectations of our model. The authors can thus answer the research question 1 by stating
that the quality of SISP activities, which the authors included in our model, influences the
results and thus the success of the SISP process statistically significantly and with moderate
to high effect (Cohen d from 0.50 to 0.98).
Table 1. Basic descriptive statistics, Independent Student’s t-tests and Cohen’s d effect sizes between low
and high SISP quality groups of enterprises for variables of economic performance of IT investments and
variables of the utilization of the deployed IT
Descriptive statistics for:
Low SISP quality group = 1,
High SISP quality group = 2
Added Value per
1
Employee 2003
2
Added Value per
1
Employee 2004
2
Growth of Added
1
value in 2004
2
Growth of Added
1
value in 2004 relative
to the industry
2
Growth of Added
1
Value between
2000–2004 relative
2
to the industry
Maximum potential
1
IT use
2
Actual IT use
1

IT utilization rate

Independent Student’s t-test and
Cohen d effect size between Low
and High SISP score groups:
F
Sig. Sig. (2-tailed)/Cohen d

N

Mean

33

0.008 Equal variances
not assumed
43,021.79 € 33,119.18 €
Cohen d
30,929.77 € 18,093.39 € 10.717 0.002 Equal variances
not assumed
47,139.64 € 36,793.82 €
Cohen d
106.52%
14.74%
0.914 0.343 Equal variances
assumed
109.60%
17.26%
Cohen d
3.42
0.66
0.549 0.462 Equal variances
assumed
3.76
0.66
Cohen d
3.52
0.91
5.665 0.02 Equal variances
not assumed

0.049

33
33

3.82
51.87%

0.68
21.17%

1.528

0.38
0.001

33
33

69.49%
39.47%

17.84%
18.60%

0.219

2
1

33
33

57.37%
74.97%

18.49%
16.44%

1.221

2

33

82.11%

12.13%

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Std.
Deviation
29,639.85 € 18,959.76 € 7.601

Cohen d
0.221 Equal variances
assumed
Cohen d
0.641 Equal variances
assumed
Cohen d
0.273 Equal variances
assumed
Cohen d

0.50
0.028
0.57
0.439
0.19
0.045
0.52
0.13

0.91
0.001
0.98
0.049
0.50
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In Table 2, the authors present the differences between the average positivity of the influences of individual environmental stakeholders on the quality of key SISP activities for
the low and high SISP quality groups. Based on the presented differences, the authors can
assume that certain environmental stakeholders (owners, competitors, customers, suppliers
and IT sellers) statistically significantly and influence the quality of key SISP activities with
moderate to high effect size and, thus, their inclusion in the extended SISP model is warranted
(RQ2). However, there are some notable exceptions in our empirical test that didn’t behave
as the literature predicted. The expected statistically significant higher positive influences of
potential competitors, IT consultants, governmental and knowledge-forming institutions on
the high SISP quality group of enterprises namely can’t be empirically confirmed. To establish
if the inclusion of these stakeholders in the extended SISP model is justified (RQ2), further
analysis will be required. Through such an analysis, the authors will need to find why the
empirical results didn’t fully conform to the model’s predictions that are grounded in theory
and empirical studies reported in the literature.
The authors start the above-mentioned analysis by conducting an examination of Pearson’s correlations between environmental stakeholders and key SISP quality scores for SISP
planning and SISP implementation (Table 3). By separating the overall SISP quality score
into the quality of the two key phases of SISP planning and SISP implementation, the authors
can additionally answer the third research question that asks whether the model provides
nontrivial information for IT managers (RQ3). Such study helps ascertaining that the primary
environmental stakeholder groups of owners, competitors, suppliers and customers statistically significantly influence the SISP planning process as well as the SISP implementation
process with competitors being the only exception. However, secondary environmental
stakeholder groups of IT sellers, IT consultants, governmental and knowledge-forming
institutions only statistically significantly influence the quality of the implementation phase
but do not influence the quality of planning phase of the SISP process.
Table 2. Basic descriptive statistics, Independent Student’s t-test and Cohen d effect size between Low and
High SISP score groups for the influences of individual environmental stakeholders on the quality of SISP
Descriptive statistics for:
Low SISP score group = 1, N
High SISP score group = 2
Owners
1
33

Competitors

Potential
competitors
Suppliers

Independent Student’s t-test and Cohen d effect
size between Low and High score SISP groups:
F
Sig.
Sig. (2-tailed)/Cohen d

Mean Std.
Deviation
3.15 1.034
0.151 0.699

0.007
0.70
0.029

0.005

2
1

33
33

3.91
3.7

1.182
1.075

2
1

33
33

4.24
3.91

0.902
1.071

2

33

4.06

1.029

Equal variances
assumed
Cohen d
1.561 0.216 Equal variances
assumed
Cohen d
0.001 0.991 Equal variances
assumed
Cohen d

1

33

2.67

1.080

0.212 0.647

2

33

3.42

1.032

Equal variances
assumed
Cohen d

0.55
0.560
0.15

0.72
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Continued Table 2
Descriptive statistics for:
Customers

1

33

3.21

1.111

IT sellers

2
1

33
33

4.03
3.21

0.883
0.960

IT consultants

2
1

33
33

3.67
3.12

0.854
0.927

2
Knowledge forming 1
institutions
2
Governmental
1
institutions
2

33
33

3.48
2.55

0.906
1.121

33
33

2.97
2.39

0.883
1.088

33

2.79

0.927

Independent Student’s t-test and Cohen d effect
size between Low and High score SISP groups:
4.251 0.043 Equal variances not
0.002
assumed
Cohen d
0.83
0.036 0.85 Equal variances
0.046
assumed
Cohen d
0.51
0.088 0.767 Equal variances
0.112
assumed
Cohen d
0.40
6.119 0.016 Equal variances not
0.093
assumed
Cohen d
0.42
2.344 0.131 Equal variances
0.118
assumed
Cohen d
0.40

Table 3. Pearson’s correlation analysis between environmental factors and key SISP quality scores for SISP
planning activities, SISP implementation activities and total SISP activities.

Secondary interest
groups:

Primary interest
groups:

N SISP planning quality

Owners

SISP implementation
quality
Pearson
Sig.
Pearson
Sig.
Correlation (2-tailed) Correlation (2-tailed)
94 0.270**
0.009
0.351**
0.001

Competitors

94 0.342**

0.001

0.142

0.172

0.246*

0.017

Potential
Competitors
Suppliers

94 0.166

0.11

–0.052

0.616

0.033

0.754

94 0.259*

0.012

0.339**

0.001

0.352**

0.001

Customers

94 0.373

0.001

0.310

**

0.002

0.379

**

0.001

IT sellers

94 0.201

0.053

0.313

**

0.002

0.309

**

0.002

IT
94 0.073
consultants
Knowledge
94 0.143
forming
institutions
Governmental 94 0.153
institutions

0.486

0.291**

0.004

0.239*

0.02

0.17

0.295**

0.004

0.271**

0.008

0.14

0.214*

0.039

0.218*

0.035

**

total SISP quality
Pearson
Sig.
Correlation (2-tailed)
0.365**
0.001

This inability of secondary environmental stakeholders to influence the planning phase of
the SISP process can explain why most of the secondary environmental stakeholder groups
(IT consultants, government and knowledge-forming institutions) don’t exhibit higher positive influence on the group of enterprises with higher SISP success scores. Conducting SISP
planning without secondary environmental stakeholder inputs is typical for the enterprises
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that view SISP planning as a functional activity. Such a view was dominant in the international literature till early nineties; however, especially in the last decade enterprises of the
developed West (USA and Western Europe) started considering SISP planning as a strategic
activity. The literature, thus, embraced the concept of SISP planning as an activity that needs
to be conducted by the top management if an enterprise wants to maximize the indirect benefits brought by IT as a general purpose technology to the enterprise (Mittal, Nault 2006;
Basu, Fernald 2007).The adoption of this new concept by an enterprise can symbolically be
observed in the promotion of Chief Information Officer (CIO) from a middle management
functional position into a strategic top management position.
Thus, the authors can explain the partial differences between the model’s predictions
grounded in theory and empirical results concerning the empirical test of RQ2 in Table 2
with the fact that even the enterprises with the most sophisticated SISP in Slovenia are lagging
behind the enterprises from the developed West in assigning SISP a strategic role instead of a
functional one. It seems obvious and unfortunate that the transition process from a socialist
economy towards a developed EU economy has not been finished in Slovenia during these
20 years. Thus, it is not surprising that enterprises in Slovenia in general keep CIO positions
on a functional level and don’t consider them a part of the top management (Erjavec et al.
2010). As a result, the top management in Slovenia lacks the capability to deploy strategies and
conduct organizational changes that would be based on new IT products. CIOs as technical IT
experts are unable to bridge the process of knowledge and information transfer between the
secondary environmental stakeholders and the top management concerning new IT enabled
ways to conduct business. Because of their middle management status, CIOs are additionally
excluded from most key strategic activities in the enterprise (Levstek, Poljsak 2011).
Judging by empirical evidence from other countries (Mittal, Nault 2006) changing such
perceptions would significantly improve the decisions-making process in enterprises during
the acquisition, planning and deployment of IT, this way improving the success of IT investments. Since such enterprises — that still regard at least some SISP activities as functional
instead of strategic — exist not only in Slovenia and other transitional and developing countries but also in the developed economies of the West, a SISP model that identifies whether
an enterprise still conducts a specific SISP activity as a functional activity provides relevant
information to the management.
To address the fourth research question (RQ4), about the key SISP activities that benefit
mostly by environmental stakeholder inclusion in the SISP process, the authors analyzed
the correlations between individual key SISP activities and the positivity of the influences
of environmental stakeholders. Table 4 presents the statistically significant correlations that
specific key SISP activities have with environmental stakeholders. Based on such analysis, the
authors can conclude that several stakeholder groups have a positive statistically significant
influence on three key activities of SISP planning These are the top management, commitment
and involvement, quality of strategic business planning process and the quality of IT inclusion in strategic business planning. Additionally, several stakeholder groups have a positive
statistically significant influence on five key activities of SISP implementation. These are
improvements in the quality of work of the project teams, the design and implementation of
organizational changes, involvement of key users, end user training for IT use and the control
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and evaluation of the selection, implementation and use of IT. The authors hypothesize that
the quality of these activities benefits from environmental stakeholders inclusion in the SISP
process through insights gained by management from environmental stakeholders concerning what IT to invest in and how to deploy it (Pearlson, Saunders 2009). Learning from the
experiences and knowledge of environmental stakeholders is very beneficial for managers
especially when it comes to investments in new IT products. These are usually technically and
organisationally complicated to deploy, especially without significant external help. Thus, it is
our recommendation for management to develop formal practices that enable the enterprise
to efficiently and routinely manage the interests of the environmental stakeholders and in
this way gain their knowledge about the type of IT to invest in and they way to deploy these
investments (RQ4).
Table 4. Statistically significant correlations between individual environmental stakeholders and key
SISP activities
Key SISP activities:
1 Top management commitment and
involvement
2 Improvements in strategic business
planning process
3 IT inclusion in strategic business planning
4 Alignment of key internal business
and IT strategies
5 Alignment of key external business
and IT strategies
6 Managing the consistency of a priority list
of IT projects for the realization of internal
business strategies
7 Managing the consistency of a priority list
of IT projects for the realization of external
business strategies
8 Improving the quality of work of the
project teams
9 The design and implementation of
organizational changes
10 The design and implementation of
technical and/or technological changes
11 Adaptation of the organization/acquired IT
to fit the acquired IT/organization
12 Involvement of key user

Environmental stakeholders that statistically
significantly correlate with a specific SISP activities:
Owners, Competitors, Suppliers, Customers, IT
Sellers
Owners, Competitors, Potential Competitors,
Suppliers, Customers, Governmental institutions
Competitors, Potential Competitors, Suppliers,
Customers, Governmental institutions
Knowledge forming institutions
Governmental institutions
Competitors, Suppliers

Owners, Suppliers, IT sellers, IT consultants,
Governmental institutions
Owners, Competitors, Suppliers, Customers,
IT Sellers,
Customers, IT Sellers

Owners, Suppliers, Customers, IT Sellers, IT
consultants, Knowledge forming institutions
13 End user training for IT use
Suppliers, IT Sellers, IT consultants, Knowledge
forming institutions
14 The control and evaluation of the selection, Owners, Suppliers, IT consultants, Knowledge
implementation and use of IT
forming institutions, Governmental institutions
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Table 4 additionally provides managers with a clear blueprint about which environmental
stakeholders they need to actively involve when conducting a specific SISP activity in order to
improve the overall success of the enterprise SISP process. By active involvement the authors
understand the establishment of a communication channel, through which management keeps
environmental stakeholders aware of what is currently happening in key SISP activities and
gathers their knowledge and opinions about how to move forward. Such active involvement,
as results of the research indicate, has a positive impact on the overall SISP success of an
enterprise by improving and speeding up the feedback the managers receive from the environment, as well as improving the alignment between the enterprise and the environment.
Thus, the authors can conclude that the developed model also provides significant nontrivial
information to management (RQ3).
The results presented in Table 4 also empirically confirm the importance of all 9 environmental stakeholder influences on the quality of at least some key SISP activities. Based
on such results, the authors can thus also answer the second research question (RQ2) that
remained partially open and state that all 9 environmental stakeholder influences should be
included in a model that evaluates the quality of the SISP process.
5. Discussion
The presented empirical tests enable the authors to address all four research questions set
at the beginning of this article. Student’s t-tests between low and high SISP score groups
enable us to test the first research question and answer that the quality of key SISP activities,
which the authors identified through literature review, importantly affects the success of the
SISP process (RQ1). Statistical testing showed that the quality of SISP activities, which were
included by the authors into the developed model had a statistically significant and with
moderate to high effect (Cohen d between 0.50 to 0.98) influence on the results of the SISP
process and, thus, the success of IT investments (see Table 1).
By conducting a Pearson’s correlation analysis between environmental factors and key
SISP quality scores for SISP planning and SISP implementation (see Table 3), the authors
addressed the third research question (RQ3). This research question examines whether nontrivial information for IT managers is gained by analyzing the influences of environmental
stakeholders on the quality of key SISP activities. The information is deemed non trivial if it
improves the success of IT investments in the enterprise. Based on the statistical testing of the
positive impact of environmental stakeholder influences on and involvement in individual
SISP activities and overall SISP process success, the authors can conclude that the proposed
extended SISP model provides such nontrivial information for IT management.
The fourth research question required the identification of those key SISP activities in the
enterprise whose quality is significantly improved by influences of environmental stakeholders.
Statistically significant correlations between specific key SISP activities and influences of individual environmental stakeholder groups enabled the authors to also answer this research question (see Table 4). The authors argue that the benefits gained from environmental stakeholder
inclusion in the SISP process by the 3 SISP planning and 5 SISP implementation activities that
are influenced by several environmental stakeholders are connected with improved learning
and knowledge transfer concerning what IT to invest in and how to deploy it.
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The complete analysis needed to answer the above presented research questions (RQ1,
RQ3, RQ4) additionally enables the authors to address the second research question (RQ2).
This question tackles the issue of sufficient importance of each individual environmental
stakeholder influences on the quality of key SISP activities that their inclusion in a SISP
model enhances the value of such a model. For five stakeholder groups (owners, competitors, suppliers, customers and IT sellers) whose influences on SISP success are statistically
significant with a moderate to strong effect size (see Table 2) the answer “yes” is significantly
more straightforward than for the remaining four stakeholder groups (potential competitors,
IT consultants, knowledge forming institutions and governmental institutions). However,
throughout the analysis of other research questions it became clear that the lack of a positive
influence of a certain environmental stakeholder group on the quality of SISP is generally the
result of an enterprise’s inability or unwillingness to establish appropriate knowledge transfer
mechanisms with a specific stakeholder group and not a consequence of the fact that no
specific stakeholder group would have relevant knowledge to offer. Thus, the authors think
it is reasonable to follow the theoretical models from the analysed literature and include all
9 environmental stakeholder groups in the extended SISP model.
Summary and conclusions
Despite large and rapidly growing IT investment figures that are approaching USD 3 trillion
on the worldwide level, the success rates of IT investment projects remain relatively low. To
enable enterprises to improve these low IT investments success rates, the authors developed
an extended SISP model, which also includes the influence of environmental stakeholders on
SISP activities. The above presented empirical tests of environmental stakeholder influences
on the quality and success of SISP activities showed that the developed model provides nontrivial information and improves the understanding of SISP success factors in enterprises.
Consequently, it enables managers to manage their IT investments with greater success.
The results of the research strongly support the assumption of the authors that successful management of the SISP process requires active management of the influence of
environmental stakeholders. This points to the viability of the proposed model, but certain
limitations still need to be addressed. Replication of empirical results was for now namely
limited to Slovenia, which as a coordinative market economy considers the interests of several
(if not all) primary and secondary stakeholder groups as relevant. Outside of Continental
Europe and in countries that are closer to the Anglo-Saxon type of liberal market economy,
the influences of owners are usually considered to be substantially more important than
the other primary interest groups, while the relevance of secondary interest groups in these
countries could be marginal.
Further research thus needs to empirically test the usefulness of the model in different
countries, especially in ones with liberal market economies to see if different distribution
of power between environmental stakeholders affects the benefits of actively managing
their influences in the SISP process. Additional longitudinal qualitative research that would
provide in depth examination of the interaction between environmental stakeholders and
managers would also be beneficial. Specifically a case study research on exact benefits specific
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environmental stakeholders can offer (knowledge transfer benefits, information transfer
benefits, etc.). The authors believe that the findings presented in this paper can serve as a
good starting point for such further research as well as provide directions for IT managers
in enterprises on how to improve SISP quality and thus manage their IT investments with
greater success.
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